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The Resource Misallocation Costa of Inefficient Regulation of the

Pacific Coast Halibut Industry: A Preliminary Discussion*

by

. Herbert Mewing

*This is a rough draft of a preliminary final report on a research grant,
No. 14-17-0007-993 from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine
Fisheries Service, to the University of Minnesota. It is preliminary in the
sense that it does not report on some research currently in process that will
he included in the final draft. It is rough in that it probably contains
factual errors, and fails either to describe accurately or, indeed, to
acknowledge the related work of others. Comments and corrections would be
greatly appreciated. '



I Introduction

It has long been recognized that a flohory to which acme° is unrestricted

will inevitably be exploited inefficiently. Thin inefficiency may involve either

a "wrong" level of output or "wrong" input combinations, or both. Aa for output

level, if demand for a fishery's product is modest (in a sense to be defined

more exactly in Section 11) relative to ito productive capacity, it will be

used to produce fish at too high a rata. .That is, output from it will enpand

to a level at which the total cost of producing an additional pound of fish

=coed the value of that pound to thope who consume it. Regarding input com-

binations, unrestricted etploitation can (but not necessarily will) lead to

atuations in which the costs incurred by fishprmen encoed those at which the

output levels they achieve could have boon produced. The evidence (see Section

III) strongly suggests that such a state of affair° eniated in the Pacific

halibut fisheries at least through the early 1940s.

By suitably restricting the behavior of fieherm?n, regulatory bodies

could virtually eliminate both sorts of inefficiency. The controls currently

imposed by regulatory bodies undoubtedly reduced these Inefficiencies to eome

degree. Unfortunately, however, currant control devices succeed in reducing

the inefficiency associated with unrestricted enploitation only by Introducing

a second eat of inefficiencies. These controls—limitations on, for example,

boat size, season length, port turn-around tic, fishing gear employed, and

areas in which fish may be caught—succeed by increasing the costs of catching

any given quantity of fish to a level greeter than the mink= cost at which

that quantity can be caught.
1 

41 assessing the effectivensea of current

A qualification is in order: thq long run effect of gear restrictions aay not
on balance be to increase fishing costs. Soc Section
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regulatory procedures, these latter inefficiencies together with the costs

of regulation must be balanced against the inefficiencies of unrestricted

exploitations.

This, then, is the basic task to which this study has been directed:

determining the nature of optimal regulatory procedures for the Pacific

halibut fisheries and developing quantitative comparisons of the results tha
t

could be anticipated from applying them with those of (a) current regul
atory

procedures and (b) unrestcicted exploitation. To this end, Section II discusses

the biological process tat takes place in a fishery, the way in which the
 long

run bio-economic equilibrium of that fishery can be inferred fro
m this biological

process, the nature of VI efficient regulatory procedure, and th
e resource costs

resulting from inefficinat or no regulation. Section III describes the pro-

cedures used to infer tka functional forms and specific paramenter va
lues for

some of the relationshis required to quantify the inefficiencies di
scussed in

Section III and the results of this work. Section IV deals with the future

research necessary fully to compare the optimal regulation, current regulati
on,

and no regulation alternatives. This additional work falls into two categories:

some would require i very modest extension of the work described
 here--the

algebraic aualysia ind computer programming requiring at most a fe
w additional

weeks effort. Mitch of this work is either currently in process or could be

undertaken before writing the final draft of this study. The second category

invokres analysit that would require considerably more substantial e
ffort and

therefore must ateAlt the availability of both more time and more money.

II hgnalmals4Llibrium of a Fishe.. and the Losses Involved in Its I
nefficient

Exploitation

POT thn purpose at hand, the biological process that transpires in a

fishery can he summarized by a simple differential equation:
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dS/dt g(S) h(E, (1)

This equation say° that the instantaneous growtb rate, dSidt, of a stock of

fish, S, equals the rate at which fish. would grow in the absence of cuploitation,

g(S), minus the rata at which they are caught, h(E, S). This latter function

indicates that the catch rate depends on both the effort, E, expended by fisher-

men and the stock of fish.

Two distinct lines of analysis can be identified in the biological

literature regarding the nature of the growth function, g(S). In one, the

eumetric theory developed initially by Beverton and Bolt, S is a vector

. • . Sn
) where Si is the weight or bioinaso of tyear old fish. At least

a.

in its simplest form., this theory assumes the growth rate of Si to be 'a function

only of i. That is, an age cohort has apercentage growth rate--an own-rate

of interest—that is independent of the size of either the ago cohort or of

all other age cohorts. In the absence of emploitation, an age cohort's own-

rate of interest equals the rata at which surviving fish grow minus the. rate

at which fish are loot through natural mortality. &wept possibly at the

youngest stages, the cum of those two growth rates diminishes with ago and

ultimately becomes negative when the slow rate of growth of surviving older

fish is more than offset by their natural mortality.

In a second line of analysis associated with, e.g. Schaeffer, S is regarded

as a single number, the biomass of an entire MAI population. In this line

of analysis, the net growth rate in a function of two offsetting forces. On the

one hand, the larger the biomaoo, the greater Is the number of fish breeding

and growing. On the other hand, the greater the blomaoo, the greater is the

pressure on the limited capacity of the fishery to support life. Men the bio-

caso lo mall, the former force dominates and the growth rate Is an increasing

function of S. Beyond some point, however, the capacity of the fishery to support

f;



life comes to dominate and the growth rate declines with increases in biomass

until some large population size--M in subsequent analysis--the biomass no

longer grows, i.e., dSidt is zero.

Both lines of reasoning seemed to have merit. Contrary to the impli-

cations of the Schaeffer approach, yrung fish do grow more rapidly than old

fish. On the other hand, contrary ';ID the implications of the Beverton-Holt

approach, the capacity of a fishin bank to sustain life is limited. An initial

goal of this study was to synthe.,,ize these two approaches. That is, it was

hoped that it would prove pose.ble to develop and test a model in which growth

depends on both the total bigaass and the age distribution of the fish popu-

lation. Unfortunately, datz, time, and intellectual restrictions made it

impossible to achieve this goal. It proved possible to work only with vari-

ations on the basic Schafer model.

For purposes of th.s section, it is useful to work only with long run

equilibrium relationstLps. That is, it is useful to consider fisheries in

which the instantanefus catch rate equals the instantaneous natural growth rate

and in which dS/dt .s therefore zero. In such an equilibrium, the following

equalities hold:

g(S) h(E, S) C

where C reprerEats the equilibrium catch rate. If g(S) is a reasonably well

behaved funci...on, the relationship g(S) C can be inverted to yield S

a relationrrip giving equilibrium stock as a function of equilibrium catch.2

Using thia relationship to replace S in h(E, S) C and again inverting yields

2 be developed below, the function h is not, in general, single valued.
ExcErr where C takes a value equal the maximum sustained yield of a fishery,

any given catch rate can be sustained at either of two stock levels. The same
coriideration applies to each of the additional relationships discussed in the
releinder of this paragraph.



E 'a R(C)- the effort level required to yield thc'equilibrium catch. Finally,

the equilibrium cost of catching C pounds of fiilh is a function, f(E), of

effort level. That is, f(E) aH(C)laF(C).

To illustrate these calculations it is useful to employ the loot

formulation of equation (1) that has been analyzed in this existablo otatio-

tical work described in Section III:

dS/dt cct GCH S) qES

In this expression G is a growth rate coefficient, Mis the sil i sta

(2)

suataittablz

stock of fioh—the biomass which the fishery would approach if left unamploitod—

and q is a "catchability coefficient"-..the fraction of the existing, fish stock

that a single unit of effort would catch. It should be noted that the catch rate

function in equation (2) implies what Could be tarmad "inotantancoue constant

ream= to scale for fishing effort." That is, it implies that the percentage

WI the exieting fish stock that would be caught by an additional unit of effort

is independent of the level at which effort is applied. Itistantansous

Lag returns to effort-ma state of affairs in which auccessive equal Iniressnta

to the effort level would yield successively smaller increments to total catechi*.

night seem a more plausible assumption. The possible extstencs of

=turns to • effort is one of the phenomena tasted In the statistical analysis

described in Section III.

If equation (2) does describe the functioning of a fishery, than in

equilibrium:

C G(4 ) al gES (3)

Differentiating C with respect to 8 and setting the result equal to soro reveals

that the maximum equilibrium yield--moro commonly tatmed the maximum sustained

yield—is achieved when capital S m M/2.. Substuting M/2 for S in C a - os

yields c2/4 as the maximum sustainable yield, C .
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Solving va G(M S)S to determine S as a function. of equlibrium catch

yields:

S 14/2 042 4C/G)1/2/2 (4)

This relationship can be simplified by expressing equlibrium catch as a fraction,

a of maximum sustained yield. Substituting C aGt4
2
/4 into equation (4) yield

S Ta [1 t (1-a)
1/2

]Mn (5)

Equation (4) and (5) indicate that, except for the maximum sustained yield, any

level of output can be achieved at either of two stock levels. One of these is

greater and the other less than that which would maximise the sustained yield.

If C gal a C es. clES the effort required to catch C pounds of fish a. year
EIGX

is E aC /qS. That is, required effort is inversely proportional to
max

equilibrium stock. Thus, the effort required to produce AC pounds of fish

a year would be smaller at the higher of the two equlibrium stock levels given

by equations (4) and (5). Specifically, substituting aC . aGM2/4 and equation

(5) into E aC /qS yields:

E aG14/[2q(14-

(1_01/2)1
E aGM/[2qa

as the required effort levels when the biomass is respectively greater than and

less than M/2. If effort is costly, it would clearly be desirable to produce

any given quantity as fish with the least possible effort. Production of

aCmax 
pounds of fish at the effort level Omen by equation (6b) would be

inefficient. Indeed, it can be shown
3 

that if a fishery is in long run

equilibrium under the conditions implied by equation (6b), a decrease in

3113, differentiating equation (6b) with respect to A, and re-arranging terms.



the equilibrium effort level would lead to an inerease in equilibrium yield.

That. is, under equation (6b) cost conditions the Marginal product of fishing

effort is negative.

Suppose that .effort can be regarded as a composite input to fishing that

is supplied by a competitive industry .at a price, that is independent of the

rate at which fishing activity takes place. Then the units in which effort

and q are measured can be specified so that one uAit;of effort costs $1. With

units specified in this fashion, equation (6a) tad (6b) give the total costs

in long run equilibrium of catching aCmaz fish 9ar year when, to repeat the

equilibrium stock of_fish is respectively grea‘.er than less than H12.

Division of equations 6 by.._aC aGn
2
/4 yieXis the. average coit of a

pound of fish as a function of output level wtile differentiation of (6a)

respect to 'aC yields the associated margini cost:
max

Efficient average cost AC au 2/[qM(1

1/2
Inefficient average cost In AC' ss 2/(q14(1

Efficient marginal cost al EC

1/2 2 1/2
ea AC-I-a/W(1 4 (1-a) ) (1-a)

These schedules are listed in Table 1 air are plotted in Figure 1.

The data plotted in Figure I form the basis 151r Figures IX-NI albeit with

changed values .on the horizont4 and vertical axes.

Suppose the fish demand schcdule 1,e An as shown in Figure IX.

Efficiency would then dictate producing og .p.mds of fish a year--70% of

maximum sustainable yield. At this output Level, the marginal cost of the

•

•••• •

(7a)

effort required to produce a pound of fish equals he price a marginal consume;

would be willing to pay for it. At-ag output of 4.3 elite the marginal: awl

average coats of fish are respectively $1.82/0I and $1 ..1/q14. Vim authority

reamns010 for the fisbaiy could tn4uce finhormiln to stiply the effort level





'A..' , •
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Table 1: qM Times Average and Marginal Costs of Fish at Alternative Ratios

of Actual Catch (c) to Maximum Sustained Yields (Ciarma)

Times

Efficient Inefficient Efficient

C Cma AC AC MC

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.95

1.0

$1.00

1.03

1.06

1.09

1.13

1.17

1.23

1.29

1.38

1.53

1.64

2.00*

CO

$40.00

18.20

12.12

8.70

6.83

5.40

4.42

3.64

2.90

2.52 .

2.00

$1.00

1.06

1.12

1.20

1.29

1.41

1.59

1.82

2.23

3.17

4.48

0)

 1.100111111.1111101.
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necessary to produce this output level in a variety of ways. However, the

most straightforward technique would be to impose a tax of BE = $0.53/01 per

pound of fish caught.

Efficient utilization of the fishery under these circumstances would

generate a net benefit to society with a dollar value equal to the area ARF.

This area can be broken into two parts: first is a consumer's surplus, ABP

which equals the sum over all OX pounds of fish of the difference between the

price some consumer would be willing to pay for each pound and the price, OP

he actually does pay for that pound. Second is what, for a more normal pro-

duction process
4 

would be termed a rent or producer's surplus PBF. It equals

the difference between the total, revenue, OPBX, received from the sale of 0.7

C pounds of fish and the cost, OFBX0,011E10 of the fishing effort required
max

for annual production of 0.7 Cmax pounds of fish. As in any other production

process, this rent/producer's surplus would reflect the value of the marginal

product of a fixed input--in this case, the limited capacity of the fishery

to grow fish. If annual output is restricted to OX pounds through the impos-

Itiori of a.taz, this rent would accrue in the form of tam collections

entirely to the regulatory authority and hence the society in whose interests

It presumably operates..

A brief aside is in order regarding the way in which the conclusions

reached in the preceding. paragraphs would be affected if, contrary to the

assumptions underlying Figure I lit& growth rates depend on their age distri-

bution ai well. as their total weight. As Turvey and perhaps others have noted,

it the aim-rate of interest of a fish decreases with increases in its age, a

tam based s*pply on pounds of fish caught would not, in general, result in

4That is* one for which a single producer supplies both fined and variable
Inputs.
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efficient exploitation of a fishery. Rather, efficiency would require additional

incentives to avoid taking small, high growth rate fish. Turvey suggests the

appropriate incentives to be restrictions on fidhing technology such as lim-

itations on hook or mesh size. Such restrictions undoubtedly would do the

trick. However, a tax schedule under which the rate per pound for a fish is

inversely related to its size would, at least in principle, be perhaps even

more effectiveo

Reverting again to Figare II, suppose that no restrictions are imposed on

the exploitation of the fiahery. Output would then expand to OY Is 0.8C

a year. At this level, the ost incurred in catching a pound of fish, $1.38/0,

equals the market price for fish. At this output level, the consumer's surplus

generated by the fishery ircteases from OP to AG. However, this increase in .•

consumer benefit is more a:an offset by the fact that equilibrium at OY pounds

per year yields zero rent tft the fishery.

To put the matter diffunently, expansion of output by 0.1 C from

QX: to OY -yields fish on whith consumers place an aggregate value of XBCY.

gowsver, the additional cost: incurred in producing then fish equals XBDY.

Thus, the cost of output ex9ansio* exceeds the resultina benefits—the decrease

In fishery rent exceeds the Increase in consumer surplus—by an amount equal

to area BCD in Figure XI. Ye suggest the orders otmaguitude involved, as

demand curve ABCD1 
is drawn BCD has an area of approxtmatey 0.043C /O.

max

The market value of fish (V.:Lich equals the copts incurred by fishermen) OGCY

at an output of OY per year. ?Lts 1.38Cmax/qM. Hence, the loss involved in

increasing from output fret OX. to OY amount to 0.043)1.38 or 3.1% of totsl

outlays on fish In the tragicient

Suppose :Ipow9 that. tie demand for fish is as shwa in Figure III, GRJD20

Effic.iency would tht*Ii dif.t49 0 output level of ,OZ 0.92cmax 
o As with the

,
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efficient equilibrium associated with demand schedule ABCDI in Figure 11, OZ

is the output level at which demand intersects marginal costs. At this output

level the marginal and average costs per pound of fish are respectively

$3.47/01 and $1.59MM. A tax of $1.88/01 per pound would therefore be required

to induce fishermen to supply the efficient effort level. In this equilibrium,

the net benefit of the fishery to society would be the area FM in Figure III.

As before, this benefit can be broken into two parts. First is a consumer's

surplus of WQ; second is a rent or producer's surplus of FJC/(gRQX0).

In the absence of restriction') on entry, the fishery would reach equilibrium

at H in Figure III. An when demaLd schedule ABCD1 in Figure II was assumed to

be in effect, equilibrium at H involved equality of the cost incurred in pro-

ducing a pound of fish, $3.64/0i, with the market prIxe of fish. Under these

circumstances, the only benefit lerived from exploitation of the fishery would

be (ML, the consumer's surplus tenerated when OY pounds ?)f fish are consumed

at a price of Ya is $3.64/01 pev pound.

The difference between de benefits resulting from equtlibrium at H

and those possible with effietent exploitation of the fishery is the area

La.W. This area can be brokaa into two parts: first is a icon In potential

consumer surplus, LHA, resti.ting from consumption of OY pound of fish at

$3.64/q14 per pound rather thn OZ pounds at $3.47/0. Second is the loss in

rent on ;he fishery, QJF(.2100).

The loss associated tent equilibrium at II can be interprete4 in an

alternative fashion. The total cost of producing OY pounds of fUll can be

interpreted as OY times Are average cost associated with that outp:t level

or alternatively as tits area between 0 and Y under the marginal cost of pro-

ducing schedule. TEIJ being the case, area OGCY in Figure /II equals area OFDY.

Hence, area LUF--Coa loss associated with production at H rather than at J--
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is equal to area LILIDCG. This latter area can be broken into two parts: first

is LHCG, the additional cost of the fishing effort required to produce OY pounds

of fish inefficiently rather than efficiently. The second part ia the area LTD.

It equals the additional benefit that could be derived from increase in fish

output from OY to OZ if these two output levels were produced at minimum cost.

To put the matter in different terms, LHCG is the loss associated with using

an inefficient combination of inputs (i.e., an inefficient combination of fish

stock and effort) while MID Is the loss resulting from producing an Inefficient

level of output.

This latter interpretation of the loss associated with producing at II

rather than at J in Figure III can be used to interpret the loss resulting from

a third possible type of equilibrium depicted in Figure IV. In this Figure, au

efficient allocation of resources will require producing OX pounds of fish at a

marginal cost of BX. Total benefits from exploiting the fishery would then

equal the area ABF. With unrestricted entry, the fishery would be in equi-

librium at C. The loss involved in operating at this equilibrium rather than

at B can be interpreted as the sum of areas ECM and BC.T. The latter area is

the loss resulting from producing an output level (07) different from that

(DX) at which price aquas marginal cost. Area HCBG is the loss resulting from

producing this (inefficient) equilibrium output at a coat (CY) greater than

that (DY) at which it could be produced.

To summarize briefly, unrestricted access to a fishery can lead to

inefficient resource allocation of two sorts.
5 

First, use of restricted access

will almost certainly result in an inefficient output rate, i.e., an output

rate different from that at which, given minimum cost production, price equals

5
In addition to the losses that may result from catching fish at too young an
age If the percentage growth rate of a fish declines with its age.
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marginal cost. Second, given interrelationships hetueen.demand and average

cost schedules of the sort depicted in Figures III and IV, unrestricted acceso

can result in wasteful production of whatever level of output market force°

settle upon. That is, unrestricted entry can result in the state of affairs in

uhich it would be possible to produce whatever level of output is settled upon

at (perhaps substantially) lower costs than those which are actually incurred.

Any of a variety of controls could be adopted to eliminate these ineffic-

ienciee. At least conceptually, the simplest cnntroi.dovice would he to levy

a tan equal to the difference between the margiial and the average cost of

fish at that output rate at utich demand and mnsinal cost schedules intersect.

If the growth rate of a fish population depen4 only on its bicmaso, the

appropriate tax per pound would be independent of the size of fish caught. If

the population's growth rate depends on its sly distribution as well as its

biomes, the appropriate tax iser pounds would very inversely with size of nob.

Regulatory bodies do, of course, control atizeoe to many fisheries. However,

there to no fishery (at leant no fishery of whicAI on aware) in which controls

take the form of taxes on output. Rather, under uhe typical control system,

output is regulated by allowitg free access to my Fishing vessel that abides by

reetrictioos on such things an vessel and craw Ace, Lear employed, length of

Waoon, area fished, and port turn-around Uri. Except for those gear

restrictions Which serve effinienIcly to limit; catch to plow growing age groups,..

all of these control devices are effective 12 reotricting output only to the

extent that they rase the long run average gost of cAtching any given quantity

of fish. /position of season length limitation°, for result in

either vessels, gear, and crews spending nova idle Um in pcw- then they

otherwige would or in the leas opacialisad vessels and duplicate a,.60 of gear

sacespary to exploit different fish populations during the open ocatunu;aor
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them.

The geometry of Pigmies II-IV can be used to suggest the effects of cost

increasing restrictions on the benefits derived from fishery exploitation.

Suppose, first, that a fishery is an initial equilibrium with unrestricted

entry of the sort depicted in Figure II. Specifically, annual catch is OT

pounds in Figure V while OZ is the catch at which marginal cost and demand

schedules intersect. In this equilibrium, the loss due to over-exploitation

of the bank of the area ACE. Suppose that a cost increasing restriction is

imposed on fishermen that leads to a new equilibrium output of OX and

equilibrium costs per pound of XG. At this new equilibrium, resources

valued at XBCY are released for production elsewhere in the economy. Since the

fish produced by these resources are valued at only XGEY, the output reduction

yields a saving of BCEG. It does so however, only at the expense of making

the total cost of produCing OX pounds of fish per year EGFJ greater than the

minimum cost 03FX, at which this quantity of fish could be produced. In

Figure Ve BCEG Is clearly smaller than JGFJ. Imposition of the restriction

therefore would result in a net tvas. In specific situations, cost and demand

elasticities could be such that the counterpart of BCEG would exceed that of

EGO. However, the pin possible usom14 likely be small. Furthermore, Figure

V takes no account of the costs incurred by the regulatory body in imposing

the restrictions involved in reducing output from OY to OX. These costs could

wall eliminate whatever gain Figure V would suggest to result in a specific

situation.

In brief, if the equilibrium associated with unrestricted entry to

a fishery is the port depicted' in Figure° II and V--an equilibrium in which

the only loss involved is that associated with producing an output in excess

of that which would equate demand and marginal .cOst--and if the only way In
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which output can be reduced is to impose cost increasing restrictions on

fishermen, then it seems unlikely that the gains to be derived from restric-

tions would be worth the costs of imposing them.

It seems safe to assert, however, that it is equilibria of the sort

depicted in Figures III and IV that typically if not variably evoke fishery

regulation, not equilibria like those in Figures II and V. That is, it seems

safe to assert that regulation is typically evoked when, in its absence, the

equilibrium effort level would be one in which the marginal product of effort

is negative. In such circumstances, although cost increasing restrictions

are inevitably less beneficie. than other controls would be, they almost

certainly yield greater benefits to fishery exploitation than would eventuate
f

with unrestricted exploitation.

Figure VI depicts what sexms to he the typical situation. In the absence

of controls, equilibrium in a fishery would involve producing OX pound of

fish a year at a cost of BX per pound. Exploitation at this level would

yield a net benefit of ABU, the consumer's surplus generated by OX pounds of

fish. Imposition of a tax per pound of CE mould lead to efficient exploita-

tion of the fishery and generate a net benefit of ACF. Being unable to levy

such a tan, the regulatory boe:7 in control of the fishery imposea restrictions

designed to maximize the sustained yield. 17 successful in this aim, output

would increase to OZ at a cost of DZ per pound. This cost per pound is DG

greater than the minimum cost, CZ, at which the mximum sustained yield could

be produced. Nevertheless, equi:Abrium at D does generate net benefits to

exploitation of the fishery equal to ABS —an amount equal to HDBJ greater than

the benefits resulting from unreatricted access°



• • • • • ' •
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III Statistical Estimation of Growth and Catch Relationshi in the Pacific

Halibut Fiphery.

The assumption that a fishery is a long-run equilibrium is a convenient

device for drawing long-run cost curves and describing the losses that result

from failing to exploit it efficiently. The assumption that observations are

drawn from systems in long-run equilibrium is common--perhapo almost univeroal--

in statistical analyses of fishery behavior. Although common, such an assump-

tion seems highly suspect in attempting to estimate the relationship discussed

in Section II from data on theoperations of real world fisheries.

This section first develops a general procedure which does not require

assuming long-run equilibrium for estimating the functional forms and specific

parameter values of the differential equation

dS/dt g(S) h(E, S) (1)

which formed the basis of the cost functions discussed in Section II.
6 

It then

describes the results of applying this procedure to data from the Pacific

halibut fisheries. Since the data required--annual series on catch, effort,

and length of season—are modest, the procedure may prove useful in analyzing

other fisheries.

To provide an overview of the procedure, suppose for the moment that

exploitation of a fishery is allowed only for an instant of time on January

lot of each year. Immediately prior to the beginning of the season in year I,

6
The procedure used in this study is, I find, quite similar to that employed
by Tomlinson and Pella to analyse the Pacific tuna industry. There are two
basic differences between the• Tomlinson-Pella approach and that used in this
analysis: first, I incorporate length of fishing season into the analysis.
Second, they use an estimate of fish stock at the beginning of the time series
analyzed to estimate catch in all subsequent time periods whereas I employ
a recurrsive relationship which generates an eatimato of catch in time period
i+ I from data on catch in time i and effort in period i and i 1.
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the stock of fish in each square mile of the fishery is Si 
where S

1 
is, unfor-

tunately, unknown. The fraction of the stock in any given square mile caught

in year i is a function, F(E1) of the effort, N., expended on the given square

mile by the fishing fleet during year i. That is,

C
i 

F(E)S (9)

where C
i 
is catch per square mile in year i. The stock of fish in the square

mile under examination at the end of the instantaneous fishing season in

year i is Si Ci. Between the end of this season and the beginning of the

season in year i + 1, the stock of fish grows. Specifically,

S
i+1 

G(S C) (10)

In this system, Ci and E1 -or rather Ci and E times the number of square

miles in the fishery--are observed. However, neither Si 
nor the specific

functional forms of F and G are known. Nevertheless, with luck, equations

(9) and (10) can be employed to infer which of several alternative specifi-

cations of the functional forms and specific parameter values of F and G are

most Dearly compatible with the available catch and effort data.

Assume a specific functional form and parameter values for F. Then

an estimate, Si*, of the pre-season stock in year i can be obtained from

equation (9):

S * C1,/F(E1)

Assume also a functional form for G. Substituting Si* for Si in equation (2)

yields an estimate, 5**, of the pre-season stock in year i 1:

S ** G(S * C1) (12)
i+1 i

Inserting E and the estimate of S14.1** obtained from equation (12) into

equation (9) yields a prediction of catch in year i + 1, Ci4.1*, which can be

compared with the actual catch in that year, C1+1. The objective of t
he game,

then, is to select those functional forms and specific parameter values for



F and G which minimize,

c
i
)
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(13)

To elaborate on this procedure, the instantaneous rate, dS/dt, at which

the weight, S, of the fish population in a square mile of a fishery grows

depends, among other things, on attributes of its environment, its current

ueight, and the rate at which its members are caught. The rats per square

mile at which fish are caught depends on the rate per square mile at which

effort, E, is expended by fishing boats and on the stock of fish. Thus,

to repeat:

dSidt g(S) - 5) (1)

The available data provide information only on total fishing effort and

total catch for the entire seasons (i.e., I E dt and I h dt), not on Jarman-

taneous effort or catch rates. In what follows, the :value of E in each fishing

mason will therefore be treated as a constant equal to the average effort rate:

E E dt/t*

whore t* is the length of the season. Also, in each of the specific example&

to be dealt with, the instantaneous effort rate per square mile will be apou;pd

to determine the proportion of the current stock in square mile that Jo

caught. That is, h(E, S) will be assumed to equal f(0 S. Making this sub,.

• -atitution in equation (1) rearranging terms, and integrating yields:

I WS) f(E)S1-1 dS k

where k is a constant of integration.

If g(S) is a "ace' .ftnction, the integral in equation (14) can be

revaluated and the equation can be rearranged to 3441d, say,

z;
ata: 4ultd tikely„ its age distribution salmi". AD has already krzzi notodt
data restrictions make it impossible to take the ffocts of ago distribution
into account.

5a S(f(E), ti,k) .(15)
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In turn, equation (15) can be substituted in
. r

C rit* f(E) S dt f(E) ) S dt (16)
Jo • . o

where t* is the length of the fiehing season and C is the total catch from a

aquare mile of fishery. If S (f (E) ti-k) is also a nice function, the

integral in equation (16) can be evaluated and used to determine the constant

of integration in quatian (15). On inserting this value of k and setting t

equal to 0, the estimated level of the stock of fish at the beginning of the

fishing season results. This estivate is the equivalent of that given by

equation (11).

Furthermore, sting t equal to tft in equation (11) yields that estimated

level of the fishing stock at the end of the fishing season This end of

season stock level frin ba used to determine the constant of integration in the

solution to equiltion (14) when f(E) is set equal to 0. The resulting expression

can then be lsed to extrapolate the stodc to the beginning of the following

season, this extrapolation is the equivalent of that given by equation (12).

Finary, this estimate of fishing stock at the beginning of the following season

serves to determine the constant of integration, k, when the level of effort

corresponding to the following seasot 1s inserted in equation (16). The result

is an estivate of catch in the followiug year based on effort in that year and

catch and effort in the preceding year,

Two opposing forces appear to effelt the isostantaneous growth rates o

unexploited fish populations an the oLa hand, tho greater the population, the

more fish there are to breed ad to grow) On the claw hand the larger the

population, the greater is competition for food and post:Lilly other amenities

of the environment. At low pvpulations, the first of thesc forces dominates.

The instantaneous growth rate increases albeit at a decreasing rate with
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increaaeo in the fish otock. Beyond some critical otock level, houaver, the

occond force comes to dominate. The inntantaneous growth rate declino° vith

further increase° in the atock. Several relationship° enhibitins thin property

have been used in the literature on this oubjoct. The one to which mot atten-

tion ha° no far been devoted in this otudy in:

dS/dt G(H S)S B (17)

of B oqualo zero in equation (17), 14 in the OA In sustainablo fioh otock.

Having B equal to zero implies that the population of d fiohory will crou an

long an it contains at least two fish of oppooito =nos. Under ouch circum-

°toucan, it would be impossible to fish the population to =Unction. nth B

equal to zero, however, there in come minicm otock below uhich the fioh pu-

lation will not reproduce itself. With B greater than zero, unrontrictod

enploitation of a fishery could result in comploto doatruction of ito population:

dC/dt qES (18a)

The constant of proportionality in thin espromion, q, in aocoticoo referred to

as the "catchability coefficient."

It 00=3 clear that instantaneoun constant =turns to °cola could not bold

for all of fort levels. If it did, an effort rate of 1/q would rooult in inntan-

tattoo= obliteration of a fish otock. Inotantaneouo conotant returns to effort

would clearly not bold if, at some instant of tics, a roprecontative fir% In tarn

batmen biting a hook from one boat and biting a hook for another. That flohories

over get, no crowded that this condition prevail° COCE3 implouniblo. Still the

p000ibility of instantaneouo diminiahins returns coons worth taking into account.

The oinploot way of doing so would no m to be:

dC/dt qE
b
S (lab)

whom < b s.

Slotting B 0 in equation (17) and denoting the right hand 'aide of equation

(18b) by f(H)S fS, the solution to equation (14) can be written:
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S(t) HnG Kexp(-Ht)] (19)

where S(t) is fish stock at time t, H a GM - f, K is a transformation of the

constant of integration, and exp(-Ht) denotes e
-Ht 

where e is the base of the

natural logarithm, 2.71828. . . Inserting equation (19) into equation (16) and

using the solution to eliminate K from equation (19) yields

s* = S(t*) a H[1 exp(-GC/OinG(1 exp(-Ht*))1 (20)

where S* denotes stock at the end of the fishing 'season during year i and

C is total catch during that year. Letting t a a f 0 in equation (19)

and solving for the constant of integration yields

K# a G(HIS* - 1) (21)

Substituting equation (21) for K in equation (19) and letting t** denote the

interval between the end of the fishing season in year i and the beginning of

the season in year i + 1 yields

S** S(t**) a 111[1 K# exp(-GMt**)] (22)

as the fish stock at the beginning of year i 1. Again setting t equal to

zero in equation (19) and solving for the constant of integration yields

KA* (H GS**)/S** (23)

where H reflects the effort level during year i + 1. The solution to equation

(16) can be written:

Ca (fIC) ln[(Gezp(Rt*)+K)/(G+K)] (24)

where ln[ denotes the natural logarithm of [ 1. On inserting in this

expreasion, equation (23) for K., the effort level in year i 4. 1 in f and H, and

the length of season in year J.+. 1 for t* a prediction of catch in that year

results.

With f(E) set equal to 0, the system defined in the preceding paragraph

has three parameters: a growth rate coefficient (G), the maximum possible stock

(n), and the catchability coefficient (q). In using standard non-linear
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least squares regression programs, initial approximations tust.be provided for

the parameter values being estimated. Spelling out the procedure used in the

case at hand may prove of value to someone interested in applying the procedure

employed in this study to estimate relationships for other fisheries.

Maximising sustained yields seams to be a common goal of fishery regulatory

bodies. If a fishery is in a long run - maximum sustained yield equilibrium,

the following equalities hold (see Section II): '

C a qEM/2 a GM2/4 (25)

Impaction of the data (pei Table 2 below) suggests that the annual catch and

effort series were reasonably stable between 1952 and 1968, the last year for

which data were available. Inserting average annual values during this period

for C and E in equations (25) provides two equations. To find the necessary

third equation, Tomlinson and Pella indicate that tuna, a fast growing fish,

hoe an own-rate of interest somewhat in c,sa of 100Z a year. Halibut

apparently are a slaw growing fish. An annual growth rate of 332 therefore

seemed as reasonable an assumption as other. If the total annual growth of the

fish stock in a long-run maximum sustained yield equilibrium is CZ4/4„ its

percentage growth is 100GM/2. The third equation used to find initial appron-

imations„ then, was 33 a 100GM/2.

Table 2 contains the basic data employed in the analyolo. These are

catch, effort, length of season, and interval between seasons for each of the

throe fishery areas defined by the International Pacific Halibut Ce=mioaion

(IPHC) in which fishing occurred during each of the years 1929-68. Area

boundaries have changed slightly from time to time. Basically, houaver, the

Area 2 data cover the Pacific coast from Willapa Bay, Vaehington to Cape

Spencer, Alaska. Area 3A extends from Cape Spencer to the Shmmagin Islands.

Area 3D reaches from these islands to 175° east longitude.
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1929
1930
1.931.
113,1
1933
1934
1935
1936
3937
1938
193.)
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
195G
1951
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Icb7
19bb

Table 2:

Area 2

Effort
620.3
618.1
535.3
446.0
437.5
410.9
365.7
4t.8.6
430.9
363.0
-2„1

439.1
.425.6
37O.2
345A
312.7
302.8
351.2
333.6
312.2
29').0
282.3
318.8
266.5
24n.6
2411.2
214.9
263.1
283.6
275.5
277,3
280.5
270.9
3n1.9
240.3
214.6
252.6
245.4
207.7
168.6

Effort, Catch, Length of Season, and Interval Retueon 14.$1.0n Data

Catch
24.W;
21.367
21.427
21.%;86
22.530
22.638
22.817
24.911
20.024
24.975
21.35.r:
21.6i5
25.C..)1
2.4.321
25.311
2/J.517
24.176
29.67d
28.652
2J0409
26.942
.270046
3C.640
.30.89J
33,,007
36.699
28.744
35.412
30,626
30,558
30.604
31.809
26.8/?9
28,663
26.151
1S0610
24.39
23.435
20.919
16.,:)131

I*

zor,
242
249
206
172,
159
146
13.t,
12r,
12C
11:zi
91

51
4f-

41('

32
34
32
2?
26
24

45

66

9P
1217)
127.
20!..
13Z
13?
100
159
164

I**
105
10d
108
101
167
224
191
211
246
245
246
261
289
290
333
295
324
323
327
:33

333
351
342
340'
132
i42
300
311;
295
290
275
243
242
152
227
235
256
701

Area 3A

Effort
404.7
396.5
2717
254.3
27o.6
269.8
2.19.5
248.4

?08.5
210.0
199.3,
220.0
21?.8
196.6
204.8
171,5
201.9
221.6
224.2
216.9

262.9
227.4
224.5
167.7'
240.c3
223.3
231.6
225.0
207.,9
167.9
198.7
223.0
264.2
270.5
Vie.3
315.2
3b5.2
275.8
241.3

Uctch

2$1.70n

16.167
20.622
23.1197
23.097
22.806
23.700
23„182
24.233
23.060
25.345
26,206
26.15
2,495
24,566
25.47
26.97;
25.0g
24. 81

27.959
241.3c4

25.589
?2)634
;709(0
30.614
28.931

30.251
29.958
3.3.901
34.018
32.9'73
33.134
33,6S7
34.426
3(:.948
2/.215

T*
213
2ho
244

268
241
210.
233
215
712
211.
179
1(.7

11 14.1

195
141.
111
lOg
72

56
60.

60

1(15
144,
11i;

8' 4
1G „is:

qz

110
117
98
159
164 .

“.)5
106
108
93
125
155
80
132
163
li3
155
166
213
202
;1.54
1.52
218

257
293.
292.
299
323
3C8
312
293
200
240

24-,1%
273
208
258
270
2'35
254
NcX

266
201

Area 38

Effort Catch . - T**
na 2.076 273 105
30.1 2.!!75 260
33.6 2.594 244 101
11.4 0.9.76 257 93
5.3 043C 268 in;
2.2 0.198 241 155
1.4 0./e:3 270. 60
144 0.147 233. 132
2.2 0.317 2113. 16;
2,2 0.12; ?I? 153
1.8 0.218 211 155
3.6 0*569 179 106

0.9 71
0.2 0.4-; 14.1. .2‘.?2

1,615 146 i!. 4
13cr'Y 2.22? 195 151
210 3,199 14?. 218
23.4 'Z55 Ill 21ai
1I.t 1.757 109 257
2,129 3.0.41 72, 293
19.5 •2,Z46 13. 292
17.5 2.211 66 Z19

I.016 56 303
12.6 . 1.293 IT 7051
8.5 1.:108 25 25q.
6.2 0.91Y 941 266
11.5 1,71'1 116 256
444 0.613 1r4 117
KO.t 1.352 14.8.

91 19L 166-
;1.2 6c261 198 1.61.
lex 4.231 02 190
20.4 2.544 154). 199
35.7 4.214 164 700
15.6 3.958 179 173
46.8 4.752 1V2 178
44.5 3.891 171 199.
31.4 30,36 141. 244
18.3 2.157 190 149
27.7 3.667 194

Effort: lonn SkAte-Snafrs; Catch: 1,000,000 poupds; T*: Season Length (dAy0; T**: Interval hetwon .genoni
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During each of the yearo 1951-60, one or more of them fisheries operated

with split Deacons. Thus, in 1951, Area 2 was open 'between /657 1-28 and again

batmen July 26 and August A. No attempt was made to perform the algebra

necessary to take this fact into account in the statistical analyoio. Rather,

for the years with split seasons, the interval between masons was determined

on the assumption that fishing began on the opening data of the firot part of

the mason and extended for a continuous period equal in length to the sum of

the lengths of the two periods. Thus, for Area 2 in 1951, the ceaBon wee

treated as the 38 day interval beginning May 1 and ending Juno 7.

Except for the effort series the data seem oelf-ezplanatory. The basic

unit of effort appears to be a "standardized skate-cook." A okata-soak is a

chats placed in the water and withdrawn ,ftnr a period of tica on the order

of two days in length. A skate, in turn, is a long (10800 or coro feat) line

onto which shorter lines with bated hooks &re attached at varying Intervale.

The design of hooks discriminates against mall fish and apparently hao not

changed significantly during the period etuaed. For coot of this period,

the standard interval between side lines war. 13'. However, 9' woo con

during the years immediately following 1929 and intervals an great as 24'

have cone increasisxly to be used since about 1960. Recant data strongly

suggest that catch per hook increases with isle space batmen side liners.

Unfortunately, the data do not take this fact into account. In converting

an actual skate into a standard skate, the implicit opou=ption cado to that

the interval between lines in excess of 13' 'leo a zero unrsinal product.

Thus, a etandard skate is effectively a standard nu=ber of bated hooks.

TO repeat, in the work undertaken so far, it has bean aoeumod that the

catch data in Table 2 are generated by a differential equation that, to change

notations slightly, can be written:
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(26)

In th4.s equation, s and m are actual and maximum attainable stocks respectively.

They have dimensions pounds/square mile. The growth rate coefficient, g, has

dimensions 1/day. The catchability coefficient, q, has dimensions of (say)

1/hook-day while effort, e, has dimensions hook-days/square mile-day. The

exponent, b, is dimensionless and should have a value in the range 0 < b .

Catch and effort data are, of course, reported for an entire fishery,

not per square mile of fishery area. Multiplying equation (26) through by A

(for area) yields:

Adsidt = dSidt u (g/A)(M S)S 
(q/Ab)Ebs 

(27)

Where capital letters denote values for an entire fishery rather than for an

individual square mile. This relationship says that the number by which

S)S is multiplied can be interpreted as the estimated growth coefficient

for a square mile of a fishery divided by the size of the fishery. Similarly,

the number by which EbS is multiplied can be interpreted as the catchability

coefficient for a fishery divided by the area of the fishery to the power b.

Three separate specifications of equation (27) have so far been inves-

tigated in the statistical analysis. In the first, b was set equal to I and

values of giA, M, and q/A were estimated. Denoting the value of q/A obtained

from the first specification by Q*, the second involved estimating OA, M,

and b in

dS/dt (g/A)(M S)S (Q*E)bS (28)

The final specification involved estimating g/A, M, k/Ab, and b without further

restrictions. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 3. Perhaps

the first thing worth noting about this Table is that the basic Schaffer

model does appear to fit the data reasonably well. Depending on area, the

models underlying Table 3 account for 60-902 of the variance in the catch data
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Area

2

3A

3B

3A

3B

Table 3: Paracater Estimates for Basin Halibut Fishery

Differential Equation: dS/dt (g/A)04 S)S )0A,)E1IS

4-C/A.10

0.1094
(-0.0506 - .2693)*

0.1702
(0.0291 - .3113)*

0.9122
(0.0083 - 1.816)*

0.0988
(-0.0068 - 2043)*

0.1992
(0.0728 - .3256)*

14

176.1
(47.14 - 305.1)*

136.5
(80.54 - 192.4)*

20.45
(11.01 - 29.88)*

185.4
(88.79 - 28201)*

126.2
(85.65 - 166.8)*

0.6343 24.36
(0.1893 - 1.079)* (16.75 - 31.97)*

0.1287 161.7
(-0.0596 - .3171)* (27.43 - 295.9)*

0.1567 142.3
(0.0210 - .2923)* (81.54 - 203.1)*

313 0.9900 19.37
(0.0634 - 1.917)* (11.00 - 27.74)*

* Approximate 95% confidence interval
Value assigned, not estimated _

q/Abe10-

0.1008
(0.0187 - 0.1828)*

0.1742
(0.0948 - 0.2537)*

0.9200 .
(0.4220 - 1.418)*

0.10080

0.17420

0.92000

0.1062
(0.0226 - .1898)*

0.1774
(0.0931 - .2617)*

1.079
(0.4558 - 1.702)*

1.0000

1.000#

1.0000

1.011
(0.9173 - 1.105)*

0.9823
(0.9242 - 1.041)*

. 1.039
(0.9745 - 1.104)*

1.021
(0.8189 - 1.222)*

0.931
(0.8232 - 1.040)*

1.077
(0.9861 - 1.168)*

Adjusted R
2

0.642

0.762

0.898

0.625

0.743

0.874 -

0.625

0.748

0.875
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analysed. Why the Model's performance differs so substantially from area to

area is something of a mystery. Fishery 3B appears (see below) to be con-

siderably smaller than fishery 3A which, in turn, appears smaller than fishery

2. Differences in correlation coefficients might therefore reflect differences

among fisheries in the variability of conditions within an individual fishery.

The ratio of the standard deviation of annual catch to average catch is

0.752 in Area 3 but only 0.163 and 0.145 in Areas 2 and 3A respectively. That

there is considerably more relative variability to be explained in Area 3B may

partly account for the high correlation coefficient obtained for it. But

these are ad hoc hypotheses. To repeat, why the model's performance differs

so substantially from Area to Area must remain a mystery at least for the

time being.

The next thing worth noting about the Table 3 results is the unhappy fact

that individual parameter estimates are generally surprisingly highly

correlated. To take the most extreme example, when b is set equal to 1,

the correlation between the estimated values of g/A and M for Area 2 is

-0.9977. That between a& and q/A is 0.9744 while that between M and q/A

is -0.9735. Such high correlations have the same sort of implication for a

non-linear estimation problem as do high correlations between independent

variables in a linear regression problem. That is, if the parameter estimates

shown in the first line of Table 3 were respectively increased, decreased, and

increased by 10%, the result equation system would predict catch in Area 2

almost as well as do the numbers actually shown in this line. With high

correlations among parameter values, little reliance can be placed on the

specific value estimated for any particular parameter--thus the very large

952 confidence intervals for parameter value estimates shown in parentheses

in Table 3.
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Allowing the exponent of hook days/square mile-day to differ from
 one

adds nothing to the explanatory power of equation (28). For any given area,

the correlation coefficient between actual and predicted catch adjusted for

degrees of freedom actually declines when the additional parameter, b, is

introduced into the system. Furthermore, for two of the three areas, the

estimated value of b is greater than 1. Taken at face value, ouch parameter

estimates imply that an increase in the instantaneous effort rate is associ
ated

with an increase in the rate per hook day at which fish are caught--a clearly

implausible finding. Thus, while it would seem reasonable to assume that, as

a general proposition, effort is subject to a law of diminishing instant
aneous

returns, it also seems reasonable to assert that, in the halibut fisher
ies,

the range of effort levels that has been experienced is one in which the

effects of operation of this law are not discernible. This being the case,

subsequent discussion will be restricted to the results of the fi
rst speci-

fication of the system analyzed, that in which b was, set equal to
 1.

To repeat, because of high correlations, the estimated values of 
indi-

vidual system parameters are unreliable. Still it mama worth ignoring this

fact for a moment to explore some of the implications of the estima
ted parameter

values for similarities and differences among the three fisheries stud
ied.

Among the parameters involved in equation (28), it seems plausib
le to suppose

that the catchability coefficient, q, is likely to vary least
 among fisheries.

:Suppose, therefore, that q has the name value in each 
fishery and that b

equals 1 in all fisheries. Then the estimated value of q/A for fishery i can

be written q/Ai and (q/Ai)/(q/A2) a A2/A1--the ratio of 
the area of fishery

2 to that of fishery i. Multiplying the value of 14 for fishery i by this

ratio would then give the maximum sustainable fish otock in
 fishery i if that

fishery had the same area as does fishery 2. That is,
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Differences in this expression among fisheries would reflect differences only

in m --maximum sustainable density per square mile.' Similar conclusions would

apply to the ratio of the estimated value of gibki to (q/Ai)/(q/A2) = A2/Ai.

That is, if the catchability coefficient is independent a fishery, the result

of the division would equal 3i/I1--a value which differs from fishery to

fishery only to the extent that gi differs. The results of these calculations

are:

Area m
i
A
l 

mA
I PR1 gi/A1 (gi/A1)/(g

2 176.1 1.000 0.1090 1.000

235.9 1.340 0.09895 0.904

38 186.6 1.060 0.0999 0.917

If
8 

these numbers can be taken at face value, it would appear that the maximum

sustainable densities in Areas 3A and 38 are respectively 34 and 6% greater

than those in Area 2. On the other hand, growth rates in areas 3A and 3B are

respectively 9.5 and 8.6% less than those in Area 2.

As was suggested in Section 2, with the formulation of the basic fishery

differential equation currently under examination, the maximum sustainable

yield from a fishery is obtainable when the stock of fish equals M/2, i.e.,

half the level toward which the fishery would approach in the absence of exploi-

tation. Since the daily rate at which fish would grow is (g/A) (M S)S, annual

growth with a stock of H/2 = 365(g/A)M2/4--the maximum sustainable yield, Cmax.

Dividing 100Cmax by N/2 yields the percentage rate of growth of a fish stock--

its own rate of interest. Since total catch equals (q/A)ES, catch per unit

Once more, given the high correlations among parameter values, this is a very
big "if."



of effort under maximum sustained yield conditions would be

results of these calculations are:

Area

3A

3B

35

(q/A)M/2. The

14I2 C Own Rate C /E
(n:Milan. lb.) millionb/yr) of interest (pRelads)

88.05

68.25

10.23

30.96

28.94

3.48

35.2%

42.4Z

34.0%

88.75

118.89

94.07

These numbers suggest that the costs of exploiting fishery 3A are con-

siderably lower than those for the remaining two fisheries. Becalm of the

apparently higher density of its population, the effort required to catch a

pound of fiah under maximum sustained yield conditions is a bit lea° than 75%

of that associated with Area 2.

It is of interest to compare these figures for maximum sustained yield

conditions with the historical data from the individual fisheries exhibited

in Tables 4A 48 and 4C. A few words of explanation are in order about the

data in these Tables. In the process of predicting catch in year i + 1 from

data on catch in year i and efforts in years i and i 4.1, it was necessary

tp obtain, among other things, an estimate of the stock of fish left in an

individual fishery at the end of the season in year i and the level to 'which

that remaining stock had grown by the beginning of the season in year i-11-1.

Estimated stock at the beginning of the season in year i + 1 together with the

effort level in that season yield a prediction of catch in year i + 1. These

numbers are respectively reproduced in the SOH, S and F columns of Tables 4.

The column Iablelled C gives actual .catch during year i 4.1 while the value

9
It shoule perhaps be noted that, since each of these calculations depends an
two of th2 parameter estimates, they are probably care reliable than those
discusse4 in the preceding paragraph.
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Year Sock (Million lb.) 
11.929+1, End of List Beginning of

Season This Season

1= 1
1= 2
I.= 3
I= 4
In 5
1= 6
1= 7
1= 8
1= 9
1=10
1=11
1-212
1=13
1=14
1215
1216
1217
1=18
1=19
1=20
1s21
Isz22
1=23
1P24
1=25
Is26
I 27
1=28
1=29
1=30
lx31
1=32
1=33
1=34
1=35
Is36
1=37
lam
1229

SQHz 5.264
SOH= 30.756
SOH= 36.6b0
SOH* 46.496
SCH= 47.212
SOH = 49.831
SOH= 56.886
SOH= 47.156
SOHa 52.503
SO H= 61.003
SOH= 51.495
SOHa. 53.153
SOH= 51.695
SOH= 55.102
SOH* 63.216
SOH= 73.608
SOH= 7(1.130
SOH= 71.538
SOH= 73.243
SOH= 78.111
SOH* 77.978
SOH* 83.469
SOH= 81.983
SOH* 1010251
SOH= 121.030
SOH* 132.233
SOH= 116.898
SOH* 118.068
SOH* 94.683
SOH= 98.040
SCH= 98.437
SOH= 101.104
SOH= 96.620
SOH= 83.084
SOH= 85.834
SOH= 86.819
SOH= 89.453
50H12 87.900
SOH= 92.451

••••••

S= 41.322
S= 36.400
S= 43.066
5= 53.453
Szt 60.640
Sac 66.561
ST: 71;866
5= 62.893
Szl 71.427
5= 80.900
Sim 70.263
Sw. 73.410
5= 74.024
S23 78.065
Sm 90.773

98.455
Sig 96.939
Sits 90.690
S= 100-.753
Sag 106.063
Su 105.770
Sai 111.164
Snt 111.197
S - 12.7.388
Ss 142.449
Ss 149.388
S= 139.547
Ss 138.047
Sa 119.838
Ss 121.371
5= 121.353
Ss 122.582
Ss 116.238
Ss 103.450
S= 93.677
5= 105.831
Se: 161.983
So 109.199
5= 109.093

Predicted

F= 22.983
F= 18.3106
F= 18.568
Fet 21.197
F= 22.870
FT= 22.541

28.935
Fa 24.055
Fa 23.434
Fa 31.539
F= 26.708
FLI 26.951
Fle- 24,468
N. 23.008
F= 250148
Fat 26.430
Fa 29.446
F= 28.674
Fa 27.581
Fa 27.982
Fes 26.537
Fa 30.881
Fa 26.454
Fa 27.629
Fa 31.285
Flo 29.970
Fs 32.664
Fa 34,796
Fs 29.712
Fsi 30.337
Fa 30.865
Fal 30.437
FR 32.562
F= 28.344
Fa 20.353
Fa. 25.134
Fes 24.891
Ft. 21.087
Fm2 18.111

Actual F"--C
• •• • • • •

• • •I•.• • •••

C 21.387 R= 1,596
Ca 21 .6 21
C2 21.988

22.530Ca  Rat-00733
C= 22.&3F R xv 0.232
Ca 22.817 11,1*'-0.2.76
C= 24.911 kIT 4.024

26 .0 24 1R2s1.969
C= 24 .9 13 R=3.65411.
C2r 27.354 R 4.185
Cu 21.613 Ft=-P-0.90 7
C= 26.00'Ra: 0.944
Cs' 24.321 0.147
clr• 25 .3 11 Rsc.1.50 3
Cs 26.517 Ilt=4".1 .36 9

•24 .3 10 Ra 2.052
Csz 29.678
Ca 283652 R fa 0.022
Cu 28.409 R=.0.828
Cis 26.942 Ra 1.040
Ca 27.046 R0.5O9
Ca 30.640 Ra 0.241
Cs* 30:8293 • Rav•40439
Ca 33.001 Ra•5.3111
Ca 36 .6 99 102-..?5.414
Clm 28.744 Ra 1.226
Cat 35,42 Rst2.540

30.626 Ras 4.110
Ca 30.558 Rxs-as0.846
Cm 308C4 Ra.s.0.467
C.t 31.809
06 28.849 ita 1.588
Ca 28.663 FOR 3.899
Ca 26 .1 51 Rim 2.193
Ca 19.610 Ra 0.743
Ca 24.349 Ft= 0.705
Ca 23.435 R= 1.4.56
Ca 20.019 Ro 1.860
C's 16.637 Rm 1.474

•••
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Stock  kmillion 
Year End of last Beginning of • -

Catch -61i11ion lb.

(1929+1) Seatonis Season . Predictod. _ - Actual
...... ....L. .....7-C

1 , 1 SOH= 36.184 5= 43.026 Fx 26.151 C= 24.700 R= 1.451
 .• 

Th. • _

la 2 SOH = 31.649 5= 38.021 f= 17.458 Cs 18.967 R=-10509
1= 3 SOH= 38.656 5= 45.964 F= 19.922 C= 20.622 R=-0.700
1= 4 SCH= 45.429 S= 52.192 Fx 24.185 C= 23.097 R= 1.088
1= 5 SOH= 45.766 5= 54.972 Fz 24.274 C= 23.097 R= 1.171
1= 6 SOH= 46.520 5= 58.095 f= 23.618 C= 22.898 R= 0.720
1= 7 SOH= 53.762 S= 59.919 F= 24.439 C= 2307C0 R= 0.739
1= 8 SOH = 51.933 5= 62.087 f= 21.665 Cx 23.182 R=-1.517
1= 9 SOH= 60.977 $x 73.851 F= 25.355 C= 24.238 Rx 1.117
1=10 SCHze 62.722 5= 74.811 Fa 24.533 Ca 23.080 Rx 1.453
1=11 SOH= 63.446 S= 75.688 fa 26.493 C= 25.345 R= 1.148

-I=12 SOH= 60.858 5= 75.537 F= 26.068 C= 26.206 Rst.-00138
1=13 SOH= .64061 . S= 790715.. F= 25.077 cm 26.105. R=-1,028
1=14 SOH= 69.932 S= 85.549 F= 27.458 C= 26.495 R= •0.963
1=15 SOH' 67.199 SA 86.839. f= 24.459 C= 24.566 R=-0.107
1=16 SOH= 77.493 Sz 88.921 Fm 28.113 Cm 25.947 Rx 2.166
1=17 S0H= 67.000 5= 33.982 fms 28.391 Cm 26.974 R= 1.417
1=16 5011= 61.272 5= 81.211 F= 27.732 C= 25.608 R= 2.124
1=19 SOH= 57.576 $= 77.786 Fm 25.430 Cu 24.301 11= 1.049
1=20 SCH= 55.721 $z 78.708 F= 28.862 C= 26.201 R= 2.661
1z21 SOH = 50.635 Sz 73.353 Fgli 27.906 Cm 27.959 fOs-0.053
1=22 SOH = 50.664 5= 73.935 Fm 24.956 Cm - 24.399 R= 0.557
1z23 50H= 52.199 5= 11.428 fm 25.881 C2' 29.863 R=-3.982
1=24 SOW: 64.581 5= 88.362 F= 25.232 C= 25.589 11=-0.357
1=25 SOH= 68.063 Sz 91.774 F= 32.401 Cm 32.834
1=26 SOH = 65.422 5= 88.046 f= 30.141 Cm 27.900 R23 2.243
1=27 50H= 60.531 $= 82.469 fm 280037 C4 30.614 R=-10777
1=28 S0K= 65.430 S0 84.144 F= 29.210 C= 28.931 fl.= 0.287
1=29 5011= 65.579 S= 83.000 Fm 26.716 C= 29.731 R=-3001.5
1=30 SOH= 72.413 Sz 90.719 IF* 26.343 Cm 30.257- R=-30914
1=31 SOH= 81.239 S= 100.294 .fm 30.267 C= 29.958 R= 0.309
1=32 5011= 75.429 Sz 96.471 fm 32.462 C= 33.901 R=-1.439
1=33 SOH= 74.779 ST: 93.912 Fm 36.044 Cm 34.608 ctx 1.436
1=14 SOH= 62.605 S= 8.3.7C9 fm 32.915 C= 32.973 R=-0.058
1=35 SOH= 58.091 • Sz 78.922 Fm 32.301 C= 33.134 R=-00833
1=36 SOH i2 56.577 S= 76.544 f= 34.465 Cm 33.697 1t=0.160
1=37 SOH= 50.111 S= 69.869 FP 30.527 Cm 34.426 Rc"..1c899
1=38 SOH = 52.502 S= 13.280 fm 30.543 C= 30.940 R=-00405
1=39 

. S014= 55.872 S= 71.656 FP 2.974 C9 27.215 . R=-0.241
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StaiknU 1 ii 1L.J•
Year E-Jd ot L45t Lieginning of

.(192':;+1) Season . This Seen Predicted Actual

Gatcti11iiLb,-..-.•

F-c

1'g 1 SOH= 8.199 - 
Sm--... ...

9.176 F'T 2.520 C= 2..475 Ra 0,05

. . .,._ . ._ .. .. M.m. . ..,S ... M.... •

I 2 SOH= 6.921 S. 9.924 F:et 2.978 -_ ,_ ,..r;r:-.4 L'u.: 0,3841 ,, 3 
SOH= 8.175 .1=, 9.171 F-1, 1.054 C= 0.476 R=1= 4 SOH,,, -4.860 - c...,, 10.74.6 F= (h57? Cs--. Cl.s.410 R= 0,1621: 5 SOH= 9.443 S= 10.633 F= 0.236 C=1 0.1% R-4,-- 0.038I= 6 SOH= 10.826 5= 12.276 F:.. 0.172 C= 0.143 R -a- 0,029I=4 7 SUH-7- 12.291 SI1 13.011 Er, 0.179 ,_ 0.14? R= 0.0321= 8 SOH= 12.421 Sa 13.584 F= C.290 C= 0.31? R=-•0.0271:--- 9 SOH= 16.225 S= 17.153 Fat 0.354 C= 0.32Z R2 0.0331=10 crIFIT,. 16.380 ''izt 17.231 F= 0.291 r= 0.278 R= 0.0131=11 SOH= 17.219 52 17.329 1:7.-- 0.596 C= 0.569 FI: 0.0271=12 SOH= 17..346 5= 18.153 Fla 0.436- ,.,i..- 0.519 R=-0.0831=13 SCH--,; 21.260 S= 2009d6 FT= 0.038 C= 0.041 A.1-000091=14 SOH - 24.625 5= 23.141 Frx 1.562 C= 1..615 R -a--0,0531=15 SOH= 21.709 S= 21.215 F= 2.514 Cv 2.227 R:g 0.2071=16 SOH= 17.035 S= 17.762 F= 3.193 C= 3.199 R=-0G0061=17 SOH-, 15.458 S.= 16.830 F2c 3.333 C= 1.556 R1r-CL2231=18 SOW= 15.L48 5= 16,.790 F=4 1.762 C= 1.757 R= 0.0051=.19 SOH= 15.669 c= 17.199 F= 3,181 Cn 3.043 R= 001381=20 SOH= 13.901 S= 16.066 F= 2.683 C= 2.246 R.= 0.4371=21 SOH.' 11.754 5= 14.308 fas 2.170 Czu 2.211 R.=--.0.041.1=22 SOH=. 12.933 S= 15.343 fu 1.302 Cn 1.0X6 R=t 0a.2861=23 SOH= 11.383 S* 14.077 Fs= 1.549 Ct"'" 1.293 P.74 0.25.6.1224 SOH= 10.599 SJe 13.789 F= 1.045 C= 1.306 R=4-.0,2631=25 SOH = 16.154 ST 17.567 F 0.987 C= 0.917 Rx 0.0701=26 SOH= 15.923 5= 17.431 F.c 1.781 C= 1.771 R. 0.010042i SOH= 16.204 S= 17.590 F* 0.710 C= 0613 Rad 0.09.71=28 S0-1= 15.302 S41 16.700* Ex 1.527 C= 1.352 R= 041751=29 SOH= 14.532 5= 15.745 Fm 2.317 C=1 2.391 Ru 0.0061*30 SOH= 14•749 S3 15.931 - F2 5.284 C 6.261 11=-t-0.9TT1=31 SOH= /4.213 Sz 15.475 . F= 4.813 C= 4.238 R= 0.5751=32 50H3= 10.995 S= 12.754 FA= 2.310 C-., 2.544 Rm,-0.2341=33 SOH= 12.988 Sm 14.644 Fu 4.305 C= 4.214 R= 0,0911..134 SOfi= 11.543 5= 13.353 F= 3.987 C= 3.958 R= 0.0291=35 SOH= 10.936 S= 12.546 F42 4.726 C.= 4.7.52 R=-0.026123 SOH= 9.677 S.= 11.368 F= 4.110 C= 3.891 R= 0.2191=37 SOH= 8.440 5= 10.318 F= 2.795 C= 3.0061=38 SOH= 9,719 S's 12.026 F= 2.004 C= 2.157 R=-0.15317439 SOH2 12.591 52 13.885 F= 3.326 C= 3.667 R -1., 0.34i

• -.. . •
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in the R column equals the difference between predicted and actual catch. Thus,

the numbers in the first row of Table 4A indicate for Area 2 an estimated end

of season stock in 1929 of 35.269 million pounds. By the beginning of the

season in 1930, the stock had grown to 41.322 million pounds. This stock

together with the effort level in 1930 from Table .2A yielded a predicted catch

of 22.983 million pounds in 1930. The difference between this prediction and

the actual 1930 catch of 21.387 million pounds is 1.596 million, pounds.

Tables 4A and 48 clearly suggest that Arose 2 and 3A were both heavily

over-exploited at the begipning of the period atudiea. Thus, in 1930, the

average of the beginning and end of season estimated s.tocke was

(41.322 + 30.756)/2 = 36.089 million pounds. The estituted maximum sustained

yield stock for the fishery is the substantially greater wober, 88.05 million

pounds. The analysis of Section 11 indicates that, with dS/at = (3/A)(M s)s

in the absence of exploitation, any given long run equilibrium oatch other than

that required for C could be supported with either of two equilibrium

stock levels, one above and the other below that required for rnItimm, sustained

yield. Specifically, equilibrium stock can be written:

S(C) ... 1!/2 i D(C) 00)

where S(C) and D(C) are respectively the equilibrium stock and the deviatiot

from the maximum oustained yield stock, M/20 associated with an equilibrium

catch of C. Inserting 36.09 and 88.05 million pounds respectively for S(C)

and MI2 in equation (30) yields a deviation of minus 51.96 million pounds.

A sustained yield equal to the 1930 catch could therefore oleo be obtained

with a stock level of approximately 88.05 4-51.96 = 140.01 million pounds of

fish. Since the effort required to achieve any given sustained yield Is

proportional to the equilibrium stock with which /tip associated, these cal-

culations suggest that the effort expended on fickery 2 in 1930 was
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140.01/36.09 e 3.88 times that at which a sustained yield equal to 1930 catch

could have been obtained. Similar conclusions apply to Area 3A. However,

while Area 3B also appears to have been over-fished during the early 1930s,

the difference between average and maximum sustained yield stock was modest.

Regulation of the halibut fisheries does appear to have succeeded in

reducing and ultimately eliminating their over-exploitation. If maximizing

the sustained yield is, in fact, the objective of the IPHC, it seems to have

come very close to meeting that objective at least since about 1950 in Areas

2 and 3A and since about 1959 in Area 3B. The Commission took a substantial

amount of time to achieve this objective, however. In the years following 1930,

the average of the estimated beginning and end of year stocks in Area 2 increased

steadily. By 1944, the estimated beginning of season stock increased to a level

slightly in excess of that required for maximum sustained yield. And, from about

1948 on, the average of the estimated beginning and end of year otocka almost

invariably exceeded the level required for maximum sustained yield. The

corresponding adjustments took place more rapidly in Area 3A and more rapidly

still in Area 3B. As for 3A, estimated beginning of season stock first came

to exceed estimated maximum sustained yield stock in 1938 and estimated average

stock during the season exceeded this level during most of the years since

1942. In Area 3B, the corresponding years are 1933 and 1934.

Inspection of the catch data in Tables 4 suggest that some additional

tinkering with the estimating relationships may be in order. In Area 2,

negative differences between predicted and actual catch prevail in the

earlier years studied while positive differences predominate in the later

years. The reverse pattern characterizes Area 3A. Furthermore, in all but

one of the yeara since 1957, catch in this area has exceeded its estimated

maximum sustainable yield, typically by 10Z or more. The basic biological
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model used does not preclude the possibility of catch occasionally exceeding

maximum sustained yield. That this phenomenon could occur consistently for

a decade does seam bothersome, however.

Iv Future Work

A. The Immediate Future

Two extensions to the work discussed in Section III can be undertaken

utth a modest amount of additonal effort. The first involves limited further

exploration into the nature of the differental equation from which catch

predictions are generated. Implicit in the system analysed in Sections 11 and

II/ is the assumption that, if two fish of opposite sent= =min in a fishery,

they will find each other and reproduce. Under such circumstances, it would

be virtually impossible to exploit a fishery to extinction. An alternative

possibility is that a fish population will be unable to sustain itself if ase

falls below some minimum levels substantially greater than two fish. Deter-

cluing expressions to predict catch aa well as beginning and end of mason

stocks while allowing for the possibility that there is a minim= stock below

which a fishery will die out requires a fairly considerable =want of algebraic

_bull work. This work is currently in progress.

The second extension of the analysis described in the preceding sections

that can be undertaken with a limited amount of additional =Irk involves the

determining the number of skates-soaks that wore, in effect, vested batmen

1930 and 1968. Two sorts of waste can be taken into account: those resulting

from the oub-optimal stocks that characterised the halibut fishery during the

early gears of the period and those resulting from the short seasons that have

been imposed to restrict catch. To elaborate suppose that the 1930 fish stock

in Area 2 was the higher of the two levels for which the catch in that year
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mould have been in long run equilibrium--an average of 140 million pounds rather

than the actual 36 million pounds. To obtain the 1930 catch from the higher

stock would have required substantially less effort than that which was

actually expended. Further, starting with an initial/140 million stock would

have led to substantially higher stock from which to take the following year's

catch. It would be a fairly easy matter to determine the approximate effort

that vould have been required to achieve the actual catch in each year

studied had the Area 2 stock been 140 million or any other number of pounds

that might be of interest; The difference between the effort levels deter-

mined in this fashion and those actually expended can be regarded as a measure

of waste effort. In addition to these wastes, had effort been applied at Lauer

instantaneous rates but over longer seasons, actual catches could have been

obtained with a smaller number of akat

similar to that su

soaks. By following a procedure

ested above, it would be a fairly easy job to estimate

the reductions in total effort that longer seasons would have made possible.

21_212.1,0a...JaKs.ba

The relationship dSidt (1/A)(M S)S is symmetrical about the line

S /412. There is no biological reason to suppose that such symmetry pre-

vails in real world fisheries. Working with the one asymmetrical relation-

ship / have encountered in literature--that suggested by Tomlinson and Pella--

presents some unpleasant algebraic problems. To predict catch according to

the procedures sketched out in Section III requires that a differential equation

giving Mick as a function of other variables and parameters be Integrated

to obtain a relationship of the genexal form

S S(E, t k) (31)

To determine the constant of integration, k, in this relationship requires
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solving a second differential equation which can be Fiittet

• dC/dt 1:2 n(E)S0, t 4- 10 (32)

while the growth relationship suggested by Tomlinoon and Pella can be solved

to determine the equivalent of equation (31), it does not appear possible to

solve the equivalent of equation (32) to which this stock equation given ripe.

Numerical methods do, of course, exist for obtaining approximate value° for

expressions that cannot be integrated exactly. Since the initial purpose of

solving equation (32) is to determine a constant of integration rather than the

(known) value of a definite integral, applying numerical integration technique°

is likely to prove quite messy. Additional work is in order to find either

solutions to this algebraic mess or a mor tractable asymmetric Growth

relationship.

Fully to determine the welfare losses resulting gram non-optimal or non-

existent fishery regulation would, requires in addition to analysis of the

sort described in Section III, information on or assumptions about fish decend

relationships and the conditions under which effort is supplied to floheriee--

iu particular, short and long run supply schedules, the nature of the dyncmic

(e-djustment process involved in moving from one long run equilibrium to another,

and the additional costs incurred by applying a given total amount of effort

over a short rather than a long season. By making judicious =Gumption° about

the nature of the functional relationships involved and experimenting to deter-

mining the effects of changing different parameter values, it could be possible

to proceed with this sort of analysis without being dependent an additional data.

Alternatively and preferably, it may be possible to adopt to the teak data from

Crutchfield and Zellner's pioneering study of the .halibut fisheries together .

with information from the study of halibut and other fisheries that Crutchfield.

and others are currently conducting at the University of Uhohington. Both full.
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determination of welfare losses and the development .of optimal regulatory rules

would requires in addition to this information adaptation of recent work by

Plourde and others on the dynamic properties of fishery optimization—a task

requiring mathematical skills which I should acquire by do not presently possess.

Finally, there remains a task which I had initially hoped this study would

accomplish: marriage of the eumetric and logistic theories of fishery

biodynamics I expect this marriage can be performed. There is some doubt

about whether the data exists which would make it possible actually to apply

the resulting theory. Stills an attempt to develop the theory would seem to C3

to be well worthwhile.






